
CLOSED CASES – May 2023 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT 
 

• IA Case No: 23C-016 
• Date Received: March 15, 2023 
• Complainant: Kody Augeri 
• Officer(s): Multiple Officers/None Identified 

 
Summary: On March 15, 2023, The Office of Internal Affairs received a civilian complaint form 
from the complainant, who has put multiple complaints against harassment by family, friends, and 
random unknown people. He's been targeted by groups of people, being gang-stalked. He also stated 
Cops seem not to believe him. The last time he called, the officers brought him someone for therapy 
when I didn't need it. 

 

After a review of the body-worn camera footage and incident reports, it was determined New Haven 
Police Officers who interacted with the complainant explained to him that there was no violation of 
the CT State Statute; therefore, no crime had been committed. These officers accurately documented 
their interactions with the complainant and attempted to provide him with mental health services. 
There were no violations of CT State Statute, New Haven Police General Orders, Policy, or 
Procedure identified. The allegations that officers did not properly investigate the complainant's 
complaint were dispelled by the information memorialized in the body-worn camera footage and the 
information documented in the reports. 

 

• Disposition: Unfounded 
• Date Closed: 4/1/2023 

 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

• IA Case No: 22C-077 
• Date Received: December 3, 2022 
• Complainant: Anais McMorris 
• Officer(s): Michael Limauro 

 
Summary: On December 3, 2022, the Office of Internal Affairs received a Civilian Complaint Form 
from the complainant. Her main concern was that she should have been given a summons on the 
scene rather than being taken into custody. 
Based on the facts and circumstances learned throughout this investigation which were discovered 
through a thorough review of the Incident/Investigation Report, Case Supplemental Report, 
statements taken by the officers involved in the investigation, and the video footage captured by the 
officer's body-worn cameras it was determined by this investigator that the arresting officer found 
there to be the existence of probable cause for the arrest of the complainant for the charges applied 
by Officer M. Limauro and that the complainant was found to be the dominant aggressor in the 
Domestic Violence incident investigated. 

• Disposition: Unfounded 
• Date Closed: 4/26/2023 


